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the author of the flow-3d software, dr. kassem hamdi is a recognized authority on the fluid dynamics and computational fluid dynamics (cfd) codes. he has been working on cfd codes since 1989, and is currently the cfd lead of applied research, inc. (ari). dr. hamdi has taught cfd to thousands of students and researchers throughout the world and has published dozens of papers in prestigious journals. the author of the flow-3d software, dr. the software has been fully translated in many languages and is distributed in four different versions, depending on the process that the user wants to simulate:.. flow-3d is one of the important products for fluid dynamics simulation of multi-physics.
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in addition to the automated data-collection and screening pipeline, which is implemented with the lux software framework, the 3d-mixd enables
free-flowing of samples in 3d flow, enabling extended time-resolved studies. with the new serial-ssx workflow, proteins can be studied in their

native environment, which includes the ligand and the high-throughput screening capabilities of the synchrotron beamline, as well as the software
framework that is installed on the lab desktop. another advantage of the 3d-mixd is the substantial reduction of sample consumption and the time
needed for sample equilibration. to illustrate the versatility of the new platform, we report here a proof-of-concept study for the growing fields of
protein microcrystallography and micromolecular engineering. the 3d-mixd is fabricated in a 3d printer using a nylon filament. in this study we

show that the 3d-mixd can be used to study protein crystals, protein aggregates and polymer gels. vulnerability in the java se, java se embedded
product of oracle java se (component: serialization). supported versions that are affected are java se: 7u241, 8u231, 11.0.5 and 13.1; java se

embedded: 8u231. unauthorized disclosure of encrypted information is possible. note: this vulnerability applies to java deployments, typically in
clients running sandboxed java web start applications or sandboxed java applets (in java se 8), that load and run untrusted code (e.g., code that

comes from the internet) and rely on the java sandbox for security. this vulnerability can also be exploited by using apis in the specified
component, e., through a web service which supplies data to the apis. cvss 3.0 base score 7.8 (availability impacts). cvss vector:

(cvss:3.0/av:n/ac:h/pr:n/ui:n/s:u/c:h/i:h/a:h). 5ec8ef588b
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